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  Experience Design in City-based Future Retail Innovation: A 
Bookstore Case Study Approach.   
Yujia Huang*a, David Hands a  

a Lancaster University 

As an indivisible part of urban life, the evolution of physical stores reflects the ever-changing urban lifestyle which keeps 
adapting with the development of society, the economic and technology. The role city-based retail stores play in people’s 
daily life has moved from physical material provider to spiritual fulfilment supporter. Experience design becomes 
essential to future city-based retailing innovation. The author has been conducting research on design for future retailing 
for the last three years from 2017, collected and visited over one hundred city-based retail stores in Europe and S.E. Asia, 
and identified cases which innovatively break the conventional setting of the types of stores such as everyday use, 
lifestyle, leisure food, and bookstores. Surprisingly, in the era of internet and digitalization, bookstores are a perfect 
example which did disappear but evolved to become more diversify and merged with other services into new retailing 
business models. In this paper, the author selected five representative bookstore cases from in-depth primary research 
data to discuss and present a range of retail experiences achieved through human-centred design thinking. The 
bookstore cases are representing the spectral of retail experiences that new structured retail business could bring values 
to customers from functional, emotional, and spiritual. During further analysis with the framework of design value for 
business innovation which author developed from previous studies, the author developed a matrix to articulate the 
different kinds of experience design directions which would be applied as powerful design thinking method to not only 
retail but wider business innovation decision making processes.  
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Introduction  
As an indivisible part of urban life, the evolution of physical stores reflects the ever-changing of urban lifestyle 
which keeps developing socially, economically and technologically. From a social and economic development point 
of view, considering today’s overwhelming abundance of material wealth, consumers’ needs are gradually moving 
from physiological needs towards psychological and self-fulfilment needs (Huré, Picot-Coupey, & Ackermann, 2017; 
Maslow, 1943). Consumption activities reflect and carry the higher meanings of a person’s aesthetic and philosophy 
of living. Since the Apple store provocatively led the concept of ‘experience store’ in 2003 to recently IoT (Internet 
of Things) and ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) technology applied in bricks-and-mortar stores, 
retail business are putting great efforts in understanding consumer behaviours and leveraging omni-channel retail 
shopping experiences (Ipsos Retail Performance, 2015; OMNIFI, 2016; Pantano, 2014). With respect to future 
strategy, the role city-based retail stores are playing in people’s daily life has moved from physical material 
provider to spiritual fulfilment supporter. Businesses are no longer surviving in the single role of goods provider 
(Grewal, Roggeveen, & Nordfält, 2017), but as ‘dynamic, exciting and social places that give a sense of belonging 
and trust to a community.’ which Mary Portas stated in her report (Portas, 2011). Therefore, experience design 
becomes essential to future city-based retailing model innovation.  
 
Bookstores, are one of the vulnerable retail types, destroyed by digitalization and e-commerce such Amazon since 
the beginning of 21st century. Hundreds and thousands of independent bookstores, second-hand bookstores and 
even chain corporations closed, many survivors are just hanging on. Traditional bookselling businesses have been 
pushed to a dead end by online shopping. However, just when people are concluding that bookstores are dying 
(just like what people think about bricks-and-mortar retailers), innovators are looking for new ways of expanding 
the value of bookstores into separate pieces of city life (Lisle, 2014). We can find now many bookstores merged 
with cafés, exhibitions, and even living spaces (Hui, 2018; Masuda, 2017; TSUTAYA, 2020). To get into the root of 
the value of bookstores beyond selling books as products, it is the place that people find nourishment for their 
spiral and intellectual growth; it is the ‘third place’ to get out of the regulations and rules and to be oneself. The 
unique experiences which bookstores provide is enabling a full spectrum of human needs, from material to self-
esteem, with consumer’s curiosity and desire. The variety of experiences which bookstores strategically designed 
brought back larger consumer groups and showed the directions of future retail innovation. Undeniably, design has 
and is continuing to play an increasingly important role in delivering business propositions and supporting business 
transitions. In this study, the author will critically debate through the analysis of current bookstore innovation to 
discuss the new experience innovation, which city-based retailers need to consider, and further develop design 
thinking tools for business to apply in design making process.  

Retailing and changing urban lifestyles 
As one of the traditional formats of business, bricks-and-mortar retailing has always connecting with consumers’ 
everyday life. The image of the shop as a seller of material goods has long restricted innovation in retail 
development. Hence, when e-commerce took over the role in selling-and-buying, the future of physical retailing 
seems unclear. However, from the author’s point of view and diverse literature in sociology, city planning, and 
business management, physical consumption space has more value beyond commercial activities. It stands as a 
bridge of social interaction, a measurement of the satisfaction of city life, and a crucial element of changing lifestyle 
patterns (Fletcher, Greenhill, Griffiths, Holmes, & McLean, 2016; Wrigley & Lambiri, 2014; Wrigley et al., 
2015).When people can easily get products through different channels, shopping in physical stores is no longer just 
a basic activity of satisfying consumption needs, as Cachinho (2014) described ‘it has become a pleasurable leisure 
experience in itself.’ Similar statements by sociologists suggest that the role of city-based retailers are way beyond 
just consumption but as a social glue improving social interactions (Fletcher et al., 2016; Yu, Tullio-Pow, & Akhtar, 
2015).  
 
Statistics show in today’s world, 55% of population lives in the urban areas, and this figure will expended to 68% by 
2050 (Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2018). Population density and sophisticated transportation 
systems not only reshape the structure of city planning, but changed the way that that people are living, working, 
and even thinking. For instance, smart logistic systems can deliver what consumers ordered online within the same 
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day and with a free return service; people who want to try a food from a restaurant can simply order take-away 
meals; when a consumer cannot make up their mind when choosing between two similar products, online 
consumer reviews and sales data provide them with pertinent suggestions. All these channels can take care of 
consumers’ material satisfaction very well. What consumers are really looking for in the activity of visit physical 
stores now is more likely to include social bonding, and emotional connection, giving shops a role of providing 
social cohesion (Department of Communities and Local Government, 2013; Jordan, 2000; Portas, 2011).  

Experience Design in city-based retailing  
From the perspective of consumer demand, e-commerce takes over a physical shop’s function in selling and buying 
to fulfil the needs for physio pleasure which relate to sensual experiences and to some extent socio pleasure 
(through online interactions, e.g. consumer service, social media). However, to achieve the higher level in physio 
(e.g. taste, smell, touch), socio (form bonding with others), psycho (emotional satisfaction) and ideological 
(personal values and responsibilities) pleasures (Jordan, 2000), requires multiple channels working together to 
simulate consumers’ full senses which including seeing, hearing, touch, smell, test and feel (Norman, 2005). In the 
field of consumer behaviour, Philip Kotler (1973) argued that physical shopping space has significant influence in 
purchase decision making; stores have to consider the “total product” which includes tangible products and 
intangible features associated with it (Sherman, Mathur, & Smith, 1997). And environmental psychology suggests 
that consumers react more emotionally than cognitively in a physical shopping environment (Gurel-Atay, Giese, & 
Godek, 2010; Wakefield & Blodgett, 1999), creating a highly engaged in-store atmosphere which hugely contributes 
both to full-level of pleasure, satisfaction and purchase decision making. From the perspective of business strategy, 
in order to achieve the paramount of consumer experience, they have integration tools and “communication 
techniques” (Morschett, Swoboda, & Schramm-Klein, 2006) to deliver the brand message to the customer, and by 
doing that, brands can improve the customer satisfaction and loyalty and promote economic gain (Yu et al., 2015).  
 
The role of store environment and what can foster or sustain pleasant emotional reactions becomes strategically 
more important (Sherman et al., 1997). Kotler (1973) noted the critical role of the retail atmosphere in purchase 
decisions. From the customer relationship point of view, as discussed earlier, if a brand wants to achieve a fully 
sensory consumer experience (Norman, 2005), physical attachments are needed. Experience is commonly 
associated with emotions. The way that our emotions’ colour our perceptions are strongly tied to environmental 
representations (Garling & Golledge, 1993; Golledge & Stimson, 1997). In addition, aesthetic preference represents 
part of the brand identity, which will automatically attract targeted groups. Therefore, the data generated from 
brand and consumer interaction in the physical space is way more accurate than online general reviews. Secondly, 
research about retail business completed by David Bell (2014) shows that to understand consumer’s activities in 
different types of location and store environments will also support online business model evolution. In the same 
kind or regions, consumers tend to have had similar consumption patterns and preferences. This information is 
highly valuable for a brand to develop an omni-channel business strategy for future innovation. This influence is 
pervasive, and sometimes counterintuitive, with implications for our lives in both worlds (virtual and reality).  

Bookstore Retailing and Innovation Dynamics  
Defining bookstores only as the place where consumers can buy books and equivalent products, is no longer 
correct in a contemporary context. Unlike other products, books are representing intellectual and spiritual 
connections to a diversity of life narratives, such as music and movies. Paying for a book is not just to claim the 
ownership of the physical product but also to get an access to the world of exploration of brilliant minds and ways 
of living. Since the last decade, Amazon and digital books have taken over a large part of the market share of 
bookstores. Even the mainstream chain corporations like Waterstones in the UK and Barnes & Noble in the US have 
taken actions to redefine the function and roles in terms of the special aspects of their bookstores. Taking Barnes & 
Noble as an example (Fader, 2018; Hui, 2018), in order to be suitable for family-oriented activities, children’s 
educational book sections occupy almost a quarter of the space in the chain of stores; moreover, Starbucks café is 
embedded in Barnes & Noble stores, drink discounts apply for membership card holders. Similar design strategies 
to Barnes & Noble’s could also be found in Waterstones in the UK ( Armitstead, 2017) and Sisyphe in China (CIW 
team, 2018; Jiangtai, 2019).  
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Regarding independent bookstores, many of them not only represent the local culture but also a palace of spiritual 
exploration. Taking examples cross the world, Shakespeare and Company in Paris is always one of the best 
bookstores in bookworms’ hearts since it opened in 1951. They host writers to give signing and reading events in 
the bookstore and inspired the new generation of bookstores cross the world (Handy, 2014); The Last Bookstore in 
Los Angeles is a warehouse-like store established in an old Bank, the columnar displays of books become popular 
Instagram check point and also attract people to come and discover the Labyrinth with 200,000 books (Walcott, 
2016); the ingenious space redesign by Boekhandel Dominicanen (Maastricht, Netherlands), EI Ateneo (Buenos 
Aires, Argentina), and Librairie Avant-Garde (Nanjing, China) have created an atmosphere of the ‘holy spirit’ which 
covers people who come to the bookstore desire to learn and explore(CNN Travel, 2015). Innovators brought new 
formats to overcome the weaknesses of the traditional bookstore. Here, take ‘Printing on demand’ format as an 
example. La Librairie des Puf in Paris has no stock in the bookstore, what they offer is to use an on-site Espresso 
Book Machine to print the books which consumers request from their data base (Makolska & Baron, 2016). 
Another case, Kioskafe, is the café-style newsagent launched by British lifestyle magazine Monocle. It not only 
offers over 300 newspapers across 60 languages but also has a printer to allow consumers to select thousands of 
worldwide newspapers which have been freshly printed out  with no time lag(Steven, 2015)(see Figure 1). It has 
become clear that the focus of bookstore businesses is to rethink and recreate the interactions between the core 
values presented by books and consumers’ full-level experiences.  
 

 
Figure 1: Top two photos are La Librarie des puf in Paris, bottom photos are Kioskafe in London 

Human-centred design thinking for retail innovation 
Design thinking is increasingly gaining more attention within the organisation and is becoming increasingly strategic 
in its role as a mechanism to envision new futures for the company. Business leaders and key decision makers 
drawn from traditional non-design backgrounds are exploring the numerous opportunities and challenges of this 
relationship with design. Brown (2008) argues that design thinking is “…a discipline that uses the designer’s 
sensibility and methods to match people’s needs with what is technically feasible and what business strategy can 
convert into customer value and market opportunities”. Furthermore, Liedtka (2010) actively encourages 
organisations to engage more proactively with design arguing “…business strategy desperately needs design...” 
With this flourishing symbiotic and mutually rewarding relationship in the ascendency, designers are now extolling 
the benefits of design to new and traditionally highly sceptical audiences, thus developing a ‘design consciousness’ 
within the organisation and establishing design as a core competence. A core competence has to provide a 
significant contribution to customer-perceived value, and indeed design has played a leading and direct role in the 
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‘value’ offerings from organisations (Cooper & Press, 1995; Hands, 2017). In essence, it could be argued that design 
and design thinking is the manifestation of strategic intent making the intangible values of the organisation visible 
to a wide variety of both internal and external audiences (Turner, 2016). 
 
Based on the understanding of full spectral of human pleasures (Jordan, 2000) and the capacity of design and 
design thinking to achieve great experience through tangible and intangible engagements, this author has 
developed a design value framework for business innovation from earlier studies. It outlines how different levels of 
consumer needs can be achieved from physiological to intrinsic values (Maslow, 1943, 1998; Messerly, 2017), 
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs has been used as the foundation of the categorisation. In total the framework has five 
categories: 1). Design for product innovation. Design can support strategies on product qualities, engaging formats 
and shaping the brand-identity through NPD (New Product Development); 2). Design for atmosphere creation. 
Applying good design in in-store environment planning and combining intangible services to build full-sense 
interaction; 3). Design for enhancing multidimensional interactions. Here design acts as a bridge connecting human 
to human, human to environment, human to culture etc. – different dimensions of interactions. 4). Design for 
adding social and personal value. In this category design thinking as a methodology connects the brand’s core 
values with positive social and personal impacts. 5). Design for generating meaning. Beyond commercial purpose, 
the applied design could trigger one’s self-reflection through overall consumption experiences and generate 
thoughts and meaning.  

 
Figure 2: The five categories of design value to business innovation (based on Maslow’s human needs) 

Research methodology 
The aim of the research was to investigate business innovation from the perspective of social and human-centred 
design. To be able to ground in-depth insights of consumer experience in bookstores, a qualitative research 
approach has been adopted for this research study. An expansive literature review of scholarly articles laid 
fundamental theoretical structures for the work which started from the point of view of city-based retail dynamics 
convergently leading to the focus on how human-centered design thinking can lead to retail innovation through the 
various aspects of experience design. From the author’s investigation in city-based retailers across different types, 
specifically, the innovation in bookstores brought a fresh point of view in experience design, the revival of 
bookstores reflects the literature of user needs upgrading from physiological to intrinsic values. Therefore, this 
paper chose city-based bookstores as the primary focus from which subsequent insights will lead to the 
development of an experience design tool.  
 
In order to elaborate on the diversity of experience design innovation in bookstores, the study selected bookstore 
cases from a three-year field research data collection. The data pool was generated through desk-based case 
studies and in-depth primary research across the world from 2017 to 2019. Field research methods were using non-
participant observation to collect the visual information of retail design and operation, and interactions, and the 
effects of design in between consumer and retail stores. Semi-structured interviews with retail managers and 
founders added to the depth of understanding how design was used in business innovation strategies. The 
bookstore cases selected for the research study were based on three main criteria: 1. the uniqueness of their 
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business model and their innovative customer offering which is unique in the marketplace; 2. the overall 
experience design of the store that reflects the core values of the brand or founder’s; 3. from the consumers’ 
perspective, how the interaction with the bookstore not only fulfils material needs but also higher spiritual needs. 
Regarding the generality of the experiences, the investigation also considered consumer feedback and secondary 
reports from online mainstream platforms such as Timeout, CNN, Bloomberg, and nationwide social media 
platforms.  
 
The five selected bookstores used within this research study are TSUTAYA Book Apartment (Tokyo), MORIOKA 
SHOTEN (Tokyo), 1200 bookshop (Guangzhou), Libraria (London), and Paramount books (Manchester). Each of the 
cases represented a unique experience which touched consumer’s feelings in both intellectual and emotional levels 
of engagement. In order to analyse the comprehensive data, the research adopted a Design Value Framework 
which was developed by the author to illustrate how design thinking connected business innovation demands with 
a full range of consumer needs. This was used to develop and established an Experience Design Matrix in the latter 
sections of this paper. 

Case studies 

Case study 1: TSUTAYA Book Apartment (book & common living), location: Tokyo, Japan  
 

 
Figure 3: sleep bed, home-like leisure space, female-only power room inside the TSUTAYA Book Apartment 

 
When the founder of TSUTAYA bookstore, Muneaki Masuda, established the CCC (Culture Convenience Club Ltd.) in 
1983, it was only a foreign movie rental shop, but now he sees the business as a ‘lifestyle provider’. In his 
understanding, movies are the medium which carries the diversity of life. Local Japanese people had the desire to 
find out about life beyond the region and maybe learn and adopt aspects into their own lifestyle. Therefore, today 
after over thirty years, ‘deliver proposals of lifestyle’ is the core value of the brand TSUTAYA. In the past ten years, 
when the traditional bookstores experiencing downturns, TSUTAYA tried to combine its core value through hybrid 
formats. 
 
At the end of 2017, TSUTAYA opened the first apartment bookstore in the Shinjuku district, which is one of the 
busiest transport hub in the Tokyo. This new form of bookstore is aimed at creating a homelike environment for 
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people to escape from their busy daily routines. The book apartment is hiding in a nine-floor high apartment 
building, which also includes a Seven-eleven (convenience stores) and Starbucks. The apartment is open 24 hours 
and customers charged hourly to use the space. After the customers have paid, they will get the key to enter, Just 
like going back home. Travellers can book overnight stay as in a hotel. The fifth floor is the common space, in order 
to create a relaxing atmosphere, the interior design deployed a glamorous camping theme (commonly known in 
the UK as ‘Glamping’). Consumers can choose a spot at a sofa, beanbag, hammock, or even in a tent. They can 
change into slippers by the door, take a shower and change into comfortable clothes. The sixth floor is designed as 
female only space. To suit all kinds of female groups such as housewifes, white-collar workers and mothers with 
children. The space includes a separate beauty power room, an area for children to play and read, tailored book 
selections such as woman’s personal growth, fashion, health and beauty and childrens education etc.  
 

Case study 2: MORIOKA SHOTEN (a single room with a single book), location: Tokyo, Japan 
 

 
Figure 4: Morioka Shoten store, different exhibition-like display to introduce the selected books 

 
 
In 2015, Yoshiyuki Morioka, the founder of Morioka Shoten, decided to open a bookstore that would offer just one 
book per week. His observation in working at a traditional second-hand bookstore for 8 years made him realise that 
most of customers visit a bookstore to browse. Often, the consumer decides to make a purchase of a book after 
gaining an understanding of it’s topic and contents. This was his motivation for this concept. 
 
A desk, a vintage counter, a telephone, a book, and a person are the basis of this 15 square meter store. Depending 
on the content of the book, the space will be transformed to compliment the story and the feeling described in the 
book. In previous cases, the bookstore quickly became a cake shop, a grocery store, and even a fashion store. They 
were all intended to create an atmosphere that the consumer could connect with the experience inside a literary 
environment. To be able to find and present a good book, Yoshiyuki Morioka recruited an editing team. On one 
side, they are trying to understand consumer’s interests in reading; on the other side, they are contacting 
publishers and authors to co-design the bookstore to exhibit the books. It provides the consumer with a direct 
visual connection with the book’s contents which makes it easier for them to decide whether to purchase or not.  
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Case study 3: 1200bookshop (to light a city’s deep night), location: Guangzhou, China 
 

 
Figure 5: one of the 1200bookshop inside and Late-night Story Sharing event 

 
1200bookshop was a start-up project after the founder travelled returned from a 1200-km round-trip to Taiwan. It 
is located in Guangzhou city. This 24-hour independent bookstore’s characteristics are closely related to the 
founder’s own experiences and values (1200bookshop, 2016a). First of all, the founder thinks bookstore is not only 
about books, it is also about the space and the collective spirit. For many reasons, there are many people still 
awake after midnight. Therefore, the bookstore aims to give these people a safe and warm place to spend the night. 
Second, the backpacking experience of founder enables him to understand that some travellers may not be able to 
pay for the hotel. People provided a sofa for him in the past and now he wants to return the kindness to society. 
Thus, his bookstore always has room for people who need to stay temporarily. Third, from years of operation, he 
noticed that many people come to bookstore with long-term study aims. One of his customers explained that his 
daily routine was occupied with work and taking care of his family, he wishes to have a study room for reading and 
personal growth. He sees the bookstore as his personal study room and a place to find inner peace (1200bookshop, 
2016b). Hence, the design includes many quiet seats, people just need to buy a cup of coffee to stay and study for 
the day.  
 
Fourth, after a young man shared his story of 82-day walk to the city in at midnight, a Late-night story sharing event 
has been held there (by now more than 80 times). Added to that, every day, a member of store staff will chat with 
the customer and record their stories, then post a paragraph in the bookstore’s WeChat public news account. Now 
there are more than 700 stories. Finally, most of the employees are mute people, even though the bookstore is not 
social enterprise, but incorporating public welfare into its brand strategy has brought them a uniqueness and 
competitive advantage.  
 

Case study 4: Libraria (digital detox and independent minds), location: London, UK 
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Figure 6: Libraria store design and category by themes 

 
 
Libraria bookshop was opened in 2016 by the founder of the vibrant co-working space Second Home, Rohan Silva 
and his business partner Sam Aldenton who created the store concept as a ‘no distraction reading space.’ The 
whole concept of the shop design was inspired by Argentinian author Jorge Luis Borges’s short story, the ‘Library of 
Babel’ in 1941. “This fantasy story features an almost infinite library where hexagonal galleries contain every 
possible combination of letters.” (Frearson, 2016). The outside facade is considered normal, but once customers 
enter the shop, they will sense the boundless world that the literature explores. The bookshelf on both sides 
isdesigned with an erratic outline, with the help of mirrored ceiling and back wall the space looks endless.  
 
There are a few seats, as part of the bookshelves and if people wish to read inside, then they have to follow 
Libraria’s “no-phone” policy. Unlike the usual way that people categorize books with specific subjects, Libraria put 
books together by themes, such as Love, Power, Ways of Seeing, etc. Through doing this, consumers will be 
surprised by discovering new books and feeling an unexpected connection between books. Most of the selected 
books in store cannot be found online or in mainstream bookshops. Many of them are published by independent 
publishers, written by erudite writers. Silva was saying in the interview (Clark, 2016) that without coffee and tech 
devices, this is the place where emphasis on reading and creativity, we can free ourselves from the overload of 
information chaos.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case study 5: Paramount Books (the memory of old time and narratives of the city), location: 
Manchester, UK 
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Figure 7: Paramount books store and old memories with items 

 
Unlike the other four examples, design can enable those physical stores to gain strength and create more 
connection points with customers in a variety of different ways. It is the creative feature of design to think 
strategically. This case is to show how design thinking also takes physical and social connection into consideration. 
Not a well-known brand but quite famous among local Manchester customers, this second-hand bookstore opened 
in 1965 and is located in the central Manchester. It is hard to ignore this iconic shop, the classical jazz music 
booming from outdoor speakers attracted people to find the source. The shop logo has not changed since half 
century ago when it was first established.  
 
Materials in the store are varied: comic and graphic collections are probably the best you can find, the modern 
paperbacks, science fiction, fantasy, and classic novels are offered in the store. Above all this, the great selection of 
out-of-print books will surprise customers with the diverse range of themes. The shop owner has placed cloth dolls 
on unexpected corners around the store interior, making the atmosphere rather playful in nature. The shop owner 
was there talking to a customer, in between their conversation, he often said ‘Hi’ to people who came in. When he 
had a free moment, I had the opportunity to talk to him, I asked why he put dolls in the shop, he said, “this shop is 
not just a place for making money, my kids also grew up in here. It is like a second home.” At this time, a man 
holding two big boxes of books walked in and said to the owner “Let me know if you want to have any.” I asked, 
“How did you get those books?” He answered: “like him, people were my customers, and then became my friends, 
then my suppliers, they bring me books, sometimes I bring a book from my travels to Japan, American, Thailand, 
and you name it. We made friends from around the world. I told them about my shop, since then, people come to 
visit me.”  
 
 
 

Discussion 
Five bookstore cases presented here, describe unique experiences through the adoption of strategic design. The 
success of the TSUTAYA brand is dependent upon their primary principal, ‘deliver proposals of lifestyle’, every step 
of innovation is considering the needs of consumer from space to time. The merger between traditional bookstore 
and living provides a new way of thinking about the role of business through new experiences to enhance and drive 
consumption activities. Morioka Shoten concentrated on introducing the one book approach with storytelling and 
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exhibition, creating a fully engaged retail environment that allows the customer consumer to experience the 
literary and art worlds. 1200bookshop’s free room and late-night event grew from the founder’s personal values 
and became the special bond that allows the brand to connect with their consumer’s spiritual world. Libraria’s no 
phone policy removes all the distractions and focuses on ‘the moment’ and offers unique authors that customers 
cannot find in the mainstream literary retail market. Last, Paramount books is a living memory for people who live 
in the city and all the narratives that happened in this bookstore convert the physical ‘’messiness’ into emotional 
warmth and closeness. It is clear that all the cases present experiences which offer spiritual and intellectual 
fulfilment. Beyond commercial purposes, the experience that these bookstores carefully designed allow their 
customers to seek enlightenment and thinking, to encounter surprise and feel spiritual freedom.  
 

 
Figure 8: transform Maslow’s human need into business value analysis tool regardless the hierarchy 

 
Linking with design value for the business innovation framework, design strategy is highly engaged with the core 
value of the brand regardless of hierarchy. A unique and memorable brand experience is the combination of touch 
points between physiological needs and intrinsic values. To meet each type of needs, brands have to consider 
whether they can represent the core values of the organisation. Together, they will build a coherent experience for 
their consumer to remember and to forge lasting connections with the brand. Based on findings arising from the 
research study, the author developed a business value analysis tool (see Figure 8) to support the different value 
focus and design combination of each case study. As such, it then applies it to the five bookstore cases (see Figure 9) 
all have a different focus regarding the desire to satisfy consumer needs, the unique experience which each 
bookstore created depends on the separate design approaches featured in each different category.  
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Figure 9: Analysis of the five cases’s - business value focus  

The Experience Design Matrix   
Based on previous literature and the discussion on the featured five bookstore cases, there is a strong case that 
retail innovation should focus heavily towards a higher consideration of human needs. Retail brands have to 
continually rethink their business models based on their customer’s core values instead of abstract market data. To 
put greater good for social and individual development as critical criteria would offer wider possibilities for 
business model innovation and strategic long-term business direction. With carefully orchestred different design 
elements regarding six dimensions of human needs, brands should be able to present a strong and united 
experience to their consumers. Therefore, from the study focusing on innovative bookstores, the author developed 
an Experience Design Matrix (see Figure 10), which can allow business decision-makers to understand different 
directions of experience design. 

 
Figure 10: the developed Experience Design Matrix 

The matrix includes four specific dimensions. The horizontal axis from Familiar to Fresh is the consideration of the 
selection of design elements. The vertical axis from Intellectual to Emotional is the consideration of consumer 
needs touch-point selection. To explain the four dimensions of experience design, through addressing the five 
bookstore cases into the matrix, Paramount books retained all the narratives and memories of nostalgia which 
brings memorable experiences to their customers. It is similar to TSUTAYA book apartment that pivots the 
bookstore into a relaxed living environment affording their customers a familiar homely feeling, offering 
emotionally comforting experiences to people who want to relax. 1200 bookshop showing their caring to 
backpackers and mute staff which added to the brand temperature, and every fresh story told by different people 
in the late-night event gave consumer the excitement to expect more. Libraria introducing independent and often 
esoteric publications and using a theme-based categorisation system to allow consumers to search via themes as 
opposed to titles, offered an element of surprise and serendipity to the discovery of literature works which could 
bring enlightenment. Morioka Shoten used all kinds of elements to exhibit the literary world enabling the consumer 
to better judge whether they would like the book, bringing a sense of reassurance.  
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Figure 11: Deploying the Experience Design Matrix to summarise five cases’ overall experience 

Conclusions  
In this paper, the author identified and selected five representative bookstore cases from in-depth primary 
research data to discuss and present a range of retail experiences achieved through human-centred design 
thinking. A dynamic matrix for experience design strategy development was proposed. To outline the relationship 
between business model innovation and human-centred design thinking, the research study adopted a qualitative 
research approach. An expansive literature review of scholarly articles focused upon current bookstore retailing 
innovation dynamics and human-centred design thinking in business development approaches. Based on a three-
year initial in-depth primary research data collection study, the representative bookstore cases selected by their 
performances aligned to of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs framework. They are represented of the the spectrum of 
retail experiences that unique bookstores bring to customers from functional, emotional, and spiritual 
perspectives. During further analysis of human-centred design thinking for business innovation, the author 
developed an over-arching matrix to articulate the different kinds of experience design directions that retailers 
could take. 
 
The value of this research study features two main elements. Firstly, the research developed a range of experience 
design perspectives in retail development and implementation that draws upon the classic social science 
framework via Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, strongly suggesting the value of human-centred design thinking in 
future retail model development. Secondly, the matrix framework arising from this research study is a useful tool 
that could support business decision-makers to understand the different directions of experience design available 
whilst optimizing the decision-making processes through a human-centred design thinking approach. Overall, this 
research offered retail practitioners and business owners a new and innovative method of selecting experience 
design as an approach that could transform into an easily applicable tool for business model innovation. 
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